
The trail forever up, the pack all
strung out and gasping. Gosh this
was tough, but the unmistakable
figure of Ball Breaker could be
seen in the distance cruising up
the middle lane. There must be
hope for us all! Close to On In
and who should appear, totally
lost as usual, but the athletic
Cardiff Conversion. This was not
the only surprise as the Knitting
Circle was then spied striding
home before us.

The Car Park beckons,
refreshment all round, the
stragglers arriving. You could see
the exhaustion. Such a tough run
to be summed up by the sight of
Cleaver Trevor and Molly
arriving indistinguishable from
each other —  both walking on all
fours!
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greenery followed by a right turn
into a field sloping up. The day
was hot and with the hilly terrain
chosen by the Hares an arduous
run was envisaged. The first
casualty was Hans De Schwanz
knackered already, who turned
back to seek Bonn Bugle’s gentle
massage! He was not the only
one, both Low Profile and Clever
Trevor couldn’t break into a trot
despite the attempts of the ever
faithful Molly to urge them
along. The trek across the field
brought us yet again into contact
with the cows; had we not
learned our lessons from last
week? More checks, but all
forward and marked through,
took us amid the countryside
reminding us what a beautiful
county Surrey is – fortunately
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Gibber was not around to spoil
it! Attractive it may have been,
but tough it still was, the next
casualties being Tequil’over last
seen limping back to base still
holding on to his horn together
with Bumble.

The run took us around a
diabolical loop to see us joining
up with the short cutters at the
lowest part of the run and longest
stretch of Tarmac. Here I caught
sight of Invisible along with
Boundah, Tosser, Sexy Beast and
Lyn; where had they come from?
J Arthur attempted to open the
gate, the pain of such exertion
could be heard via the grunts
masked by his marinated beard
caught up in his mouth. Off we
all went, following the trail with
First On blazing away despite

Despite desperate attempts by
the scribe to arrive on time, his
efforts were thwarted by the
pathetic progress of one driver in
a blue “Bora”. A hasher it appears
who had no intention of starting
with the pack but would rather
short cut his way around!
However this did give me a chance
to observe the pack striding
across Stony Park Road with
both boobies and bellies bouncing
in abundance.

The hares had laid a familiar
trail, across the road and into the
woods. A check on top of the hill
had all in a flux, but to the delight
of Tosser, Mother Brown and
Pink Pussy assisting them in their
first huge short cut of the day.
Down into the valley, a narrow
path slowing hashers through the

terrible nettle pain — well all but
Sexy Beast and Lyn who stuck to
the field. When all others
ventured across the shortcut to
the back of the YHA they
persisted in their quest for
another check. But was that their
sole intention? Sexy Beast
already had his top off!

Special mention must be made
of the St. Bernards all ensuring
that their owners did not wilt
under the noon day sun; Molly,
Basil, Max and Tyler.

By this time the pack was
strung out and the way home was
all uphill, a good fourteen of us
having now acquired Puffer and
Lord Raleigh. Puffer’s calling was
exceptional his voice piercing the
tranquil ambience  — but did he
get a response from the front
runners? No, not a bloody thing!

DOES MRS
ROBINSON INSPIRE

HER GRADUATE?

Grand Master :
FRB

(Peter Hughes)
01932 886747)(h)

Joint Masters:
Olive Oyl

(Caroline Cave)
07974 412954 (m)

and
Body Shop

(Nigel Ward)
  07770 736542(m)

Religious Advisor :
Cardiff Covert

(Ian Jobe)
 07808 824113 (m)

Clutcher’s Mate :
Hornblower

(Judy Lodge)
01483 568052 (h)

Hash Cash :
Chunderos

(Lorraine Piercy)
01372 454907 (h)

Trail Master :
T-Total

(John Piper)
01306 882579 (h)

07747 030772 (m)
DapperHasherie:

Greenpeace
(Cherry Alingham)
07814 051190 (m)

Beer Meister:
J Arthur (Thomas)

01483 224491

Joint-Secs :
Hans Der Schwanz

Jerry Partington
(01483 723746)

Tequil’ over
(Richard Piercy)
01372-454907(h)
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The Circle praised the Hares,
invited Trigamist to completely
dissuade us from Eurohash,  and
punished several sinners. Namely
FRB, Desperate Dan, Dr Death,
Daffy, Boundah, and Belcher.
Pinball Wizard was again
remonstrated against for not
calling.

Verdict: thumbs up to both
Hares. But did the Graduate
participate without using his
GPS?

Golden Balls

Date 03-Jun-07

Hare Doug the T & Mrs Robinson

Venue Ranmore

On On The Pilgrim, Dorking



FROM::: Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey

 onsec@surreyh3.org
www.surreyh3.org
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1679 17-June Tosser ?

1680 24-June Puffer & Bumble Broadmore /
Leith hill

1681 01-July Greenpeace Vidal Memorial

1682 08-July Ken (Sexy Beast) Leatherhead

Run 1678

Date 10-Jun-07

Hare Low Profile, First On

Venue Thursley

On On The Three Horseshoes

SSA/PC GU8 6QD

OS SU 899 398

Scribe
Directions:

Take the A3 south. Two miles past the Milford turn off, filter left
SP Thursley. Continue through village,past pub, and park in
the recreation ground on right. Family Pic-Nic in Rec before/
instead of Pub!

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Try this: www.surreyh3.org/sh3onsec for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to onsec@surreyh3.org

Affix Stamp
 Here

Family Member’s Run
Next week!!!

10th June: Bring family members for a gentle run,
followed by a Pic Nic so... Bring Your Own:
• Pic-Nic food, but prepare to share
• Booze, SH3 will provide SOME beer, wine and Soft
Go on drag out a granny or grandchild!

Some dates for 07/08
•1st July: Run in memory of Vidal
•12th July: Merry Wives at Polesden Lacey
•19th July: Merry Wives play reading
•14th July: Eurohash in Kingston
•29th July: Sista Anna, Chunderos “100” BBQ

A rest from 1001 use(ful/less) facts :

For the Girlies:
Q: Why do little boys whine?
A: They are practicing to be men.
-----------------------------------------------------------
Q: What do you call a handcuffed man?

A: Trustworthy.

-----------------------------------------------------------

Q: What does it mean when a man is in your bed gasping for breath
and calling your name?

A: You did not hold the pillow down long enough.

-----------------------------------------------------------

Q: Why do men whistle when they are sitting on the toilet?

A: It helps them remember which end they need to wipe.

-----------------------------------------------------------
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